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I.

OVERVIEW OF ' ENDEX/OASIS

It is in the mission of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to "Observe, collect, communicate, analyze, process, provide and disseminate comprehensive
data and information about the state of the upper and lower
atmosphere, of the oceans and the resources thereof including
those in the seabed, of marine and anadromous fish and related
biological resources, of inland waters, of the earth, the sun,
and the space environment ••• "

The performance of this task

is "To ensure the safety and welfare of the public, and to
further the Nation's interests and activities with respect to
the protection of the public health against environmental
pollution, the protection and management of the Nation's
biological, mineral and water resources, the maintenance of
environmental quality, agriculture, fisheries, industry, transportation, communication, space exploration, national defense
and the preservation of the Nation's wilderness and recreation
areas •.. "l
The volume of international and national environmental
data and information in the marine, earth and atmospheric
sciences has created the need to systematically organize,
handle, manipulate, store and retrieve this material utilizing sophisticated computer hardware and provide the scientist,
student, planner and decision-maker with the awareness and
accessibility of available data and information.
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Consonant with the objectives outlined for NOAA and
the need generated by the explosion of information and data
in this area, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Environmental Data Service (EDS) and the
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODe), have an ongoing
development effort in the Envirorrmental Data Index and the
Oceanic and Atmospheric Scientific Information System (ENDEX/
OASIS) •

It provides a "one - stop" service on a marginal cost

recovery basis that is available to the public for computerized searching of references to technical literature, data,
and research dealing with the environmental sciences and marine
and coastal resources.
Perhaps the most difficult and onerous task facing the
technologist, engineer, scientist and manager is to acquire a
historical record of the literature of interest to them while
attempting to keep abreast of the many published scientific
discoveries and facts.

Often, searching for information or

information exchange is conducted by traditional library efforts, trusting to "familiar" journals, and through personal
correspondence.

But as the field of a scientific or technical

discipline expands, personal efforts and communications become
less effective and the need for a computer based system in
information transfer becomes

L~perative.

A problem is often generated and aggravated by 'confusing
or interchanging the word information for data and vice versa.
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It is necessary to distinguish between these concepts in
order to clarify what it is that is stored and retrieved
from a computerized, systematically organized, collection of
knowledge or facts.

Data storage and retrieval differs from

information storage and retrieval as the distinction between
primary and secondary.
from the data.

That is to say, the information stems

An oceanographer on board a ship will collect,

store, and then analyze salinity, temperature, pressure and
current movement in the ocean for a research effort.
data storage and retrieval.

This is

The articles, research reports,

books,and papers describing the findings of the research efforts
are the substance for information storage and retrieval.

The

crux of the information problem is to integrate this information with all the other related information so that the marine
oriented community will have it readily available to satisfy
present and future information requirements and needs.
Thus far it has been established that NOAA has a mission
that has led to the development of a system for furthering and
supporting the accomplishment of this mission.

It satisfies

the need for or provides a solution to the problem of a rate
of information publishing exceeding the public's rate of
assimilation.
The uninitiated or

individu~l

unaware of this method of

satisfying information needs and requirements might- then ask
what is ENDEX/OASIS?

How does it work or
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opera~e?

What form

does the information it provides take?
access to it?

How can I gain

What are computer based systems of informa-

tion and what kind are there and how many?

\\lhat is unique

about it?
Before addressing these questions, the author feels it
is necessary to state and define terms used in information
storage and retrieval technology - jargon, if you will - that
will also be used in answering these questions.

Upon arrival

and after conversation with students and staff at the University of Rhode Island (URI), it became patently clear to the
author that many did not know such a system or "tool" existed,
so a brief discussion is all the more necessary.
In the realm of information science, it is the application of computer technology to the 'bank' of published material
that has provided the technique of assisting individuals (user
(s»

in the rapid and efficient identification of documents

that are relevant to a specific information requirements.
Such systems have been extant for almost 15 years, but only
in the past

5 years has a

realizatio~

of their potential

been readily admitted.
The process of identification is initiated by a search
request (query) for information.

This can be in the form of

a letter, personal interview, or telephone conversation.

The

narrative of a query provides the parameters (such as known
titles of papers, authors, keywords, etc.) to be used in the
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_

search operation.

The use of computer systems facilitates

a rapid comparison of the query parameters for relevant information with a bank or collection of information called a file.
For ease of discussion, the file of 'files" searched are often
called and will be in the remainder of this paper, information data base(s) or just data bases.

A data base is cons-

tructed as a collection of item often called a unit record.
These are unique and complete units of information (i.e. a
bibliographic citation, a data file description).

The format

and contents may vary from one data base to another.

The unit

record structure is a set of data elements or fields with its
own designator or field label and information.

The data field

labels and their information enable the retrieval of information
relevant to a user's request.

FILE
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RECORD

RECORD
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•

To date, computer systems used in retrieval operations
are generally two types-- on-line and batch.

The latter

type requires the user to fill out a request for a search.
It is then analyzed, translated into a form acceptable to
the system and put into a group (batched) with other, similarly processed requests.

These are inputted (loaded) into

the system and compared serially to information on magnetic
tape.

Documents or their abstracts and associated biblio-

graphic cataloguing information are printed if the comparison
is satisfied (a hit).

On-line systems, on the other hand,

are designed to interface with and make use of the human
operator, permitting specialist and non-specialist alike,
active participation throughout the retrieval process.

Today,

there are several computer on-line systems in the U.S. allowing several hundred individual man-machine interactions at the
same time (time sharing) on the same system.

This prolifera-

tion of several on-line interactive systems has its associated
problems for the user, but as they exceed the scope of this
paper, they will not be discussed.

For the present, a means

of coping with the ever increasing store of published information has been provided.
ENDEX/OASIS is an administrative type system for collecting and coordinating the operation of accessing upwards of
thirty-five (35) data bases containing references to information and descriptions of unique data files on several operating
computerized retrieval systems.
-6-

The uniqueness of ENDEX/OASIS is:
- its availability to the pUblic (international
and domestic) having a need for information
in the environmental, marine earth, atmospheric sciences and marine and coastal resources;
- its offering of access to several environmental
bibliographic information and data-referral
data bases not available elsewhere;
- its"one-stop"access capability;
its allowance for duplicate services provided
by information centers outside NOAA, yet
allowing each user to submit just one request,
regardless of the data bases chosen for searching.
The services available from ENDEX/OASIS include retrospective searches of the environmental data referral files of
ENDEX and retrospective, selective dissemination of information (SDI) or on-going research searches of OASIS bibliographic
data bases.
ENDEX searches provide the user with descriptions of
data and data files

(primary) held by and located at NOAA and

non-NOAA data centers.

It contains no actual data values but

each description contains retrievable parameters such as:
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geographic areas covered by a file, quantity and nature of
the data, dates of collection, projects associated with the
data, cost, availability, publications in which the data can
be found, and an abstract explaining the data.

The scope of

ENDEX provides four types of inventories from this comprehensive index describing environmental data collections.
(See Appendix A for samples of ENDEX output).
Data collection inventories were designed to give quick
and concise feedb"ack

to the research community on results

of environmental surveys.
~arine

Examples include the National

Data !nventory (NAMDI)i

Collected by Oceanographic

~eport

~rograms

of Qbservations/Samples

(ROSCOP II)

i

and the

International Field Year for the Great Lakes (IFYGL) data
catalog.

No effort has been made to document processing tech-

niques or archive location of anyone of these.
In-house inventories, mostly for NOAA use, are a mechanism for documenting what data has been received by each EDS
center, the degree of processing they have received, and the
number of requests for these data.
Detailed inventories are utilized when very large data
. . ... _, ".
files must be handled to identify what data is available for
certain seasons, areas of depths and what reel of magnetic
tape holds it.

On-line inventories have been developed on

NOAA computers to permit display of this information.

An

example is the Parameter Inventory .Display "? y s t e m (PIDS).
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It can be used to provide inventories on NODC Nansen cast,
bathythermograph and expendable thermograph files.

Displays

via cathode ray tube (CRT) or hard copy data terminals show
selected counts of physical and chemical data by specified
depth, time, country or origin, geographic area, cruise
number, and station number.
The environmental Data Base Directory (EDBD) is an
inventory system that fills the gap left by the above inventories describing data acquired in major research programs
and held by EDS centers.

The EDBD was designed and developed

to include all historical environmental data files not large
enough to warrant an inventory system development for them.
Included would be those data files held by the federal government, local universities, scientific institutions, regardless
of their orientation (marine, land or space) and format
(digital or analog) •
Though some sections of ENDEX (NAMDI, PIDS, etc.) have
been

functioni~g

for years, they have been unknown, until

recently, to many outside EDS.
ment and

implementat~on,

As a result of EDBD develop-

the scientist, administrators and

research program managers will be able to directly access
ENDEX data bases or have printouts of search results mailed
to them in days.

In the past, the majority of file items

in the EDBD were for the following areas:

the Chesapeake

Bay, New York Bight, Great Lakes and the Mississippi/Alabama/
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Florida region.
to cover the

To date, the scope is or has been extended

u.s.

Atlantic, Gulf and Pacific Coasts.

are to have the entire

u.s.

Plans

coastal areas covered by late 1977.

OASIS searches, on the other hand, provide several
types of output products from a large number of bibliographic
data bases.

A retrospective (historic) search of an OASIS

data base is the process of retrieving relevant bibliographic
information from an entire data base.

They can be conducted

in a batch or on-line access mode, depending on the computerization of the data base retrieval system.

The Selective

Dissemination of !.nformation (SDI) search, sometimes called
"Current Awareness," is the retrieval of bibliographic information to literature as it is published and the periodic dissemination of those citations to the user.

It is a service

analogous to a magazine subscription and is available for
most OASIS data bases.

The frequency of the dissemination

depends on the frequency with which a data base is updated
(the addition of new material).

The last type of output for

an OASIS query is from a search of ongoing and recently complated government and non-government research projects
ing information summaries.
tion to publications but

provid~

They are not bibliographic informa-

sun~aries

of research projects, in-

cluding names of principal investigators, responsible organization for the research, fiscal information, address and telephone
numbers, etc.

(See Appendix B for samples of OASIS output).
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The NOAA and non-NOAA user can request searches by
writing or calling any NOAA library or Environmental Data
Center.

The NOAA user can also request the capability of

searching, interactively, selected NOAA and non-NOAA data
bases on-line via their own terminals by special arrangement with EDS.

This permits the immediate response (inter-

action) between the user/operator and the computer.

This

is a valuable capability when the filling of an information
need is desired immediately.

Approximately 70 percent of

the OASIS data bases are subject to an on-line, interactive
search mode.

The non-NOAA users must make their own arrange-

ments for searches of

NOk~

data bases with EDS or NODC, and

the data base supplier of non-NOAA data bases.

ENDEX/OASIS

data bases are located on computey systems that are operated
and maintained by NOAA; other government agencies; and
commercially run computer systems of the Univeristy of Georgia,
Lockheed Information Systems at the Lockheed Palo Alto Research

Lab0r~tory,

Palo Alto, California and System

ment Corporation (SDC), Santa Monica, California.

Develop-

Altogether,

there are forty (40) computerized data bases available for
searching through ENDEX/OASIS.

An index to the data bases

and a description of each with years of coverage, access mode
(batch or interactive), and file size are in Appendix C.
Discussion has been to provide the reader with a
description of the system called ENDEX/OASIS, relate what
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is available, and define the critical terms of that
description.

The ultimate effort will be that of making

ENDEX/OASIS as familiar a tool to a user as any other tool
of research or technical efforts and is viewed as the secret
to the successful existence of such a service or system.
As viewed by Carlin, et.al, there are several broad
categories of users' of information systems. 2

For scientist

in research, there is, first, the one who is the authority
in a field or scientific discipline; second the one who
provides supportive or substantiating workj and third, the
one who is entering scientific research--the new graduate
or graduate student.

It is the latter category of individual

that would benefit the most from such a system as ENDEX/
OASIS because they need the most help.

To establish contacts

with other marine scientists and the literature in their
field, a system focused on reported marine efforts and
activities would be invaluable because it could quickly
establish what has been done to date, who is the authority
in the field, and where to contact them.

It is toward this

group of user the author wishes to direct the remainder of this
paper and propose a means of bringing ENDEX/OASIS to the new
or recent graduate and the converse.
As mentioned earlier the author found little evidence
among many graduate students and some faculty members at
URI that such a service or system as 'ENDEX/ OAS I S existed.
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What this means is that many man-hours have been expended
in the traditional, time consuming library search and
browse techniques that could have been utilized in conducting actual research.

By using a computerized search

service in the early phases of a literature and data survey
before beginning the actual research, the amount of time
available for it would be augmented.

In addition to the

savings in them there is the potential savings in avoiding
duplication of efforts that might or might not have been
successful in some previous research project.
is difficult and complex to reach an

Though it

exact amount in

savings to the scientist, organization, and society, the
immediate value is evident to the researcher when they find
out less time is required to acquire the same amount or
more information than was previously possible.
Suppose a marine biologist is planning a new or is
presently involved in studying the behavior of sea mammals
in general and their relationship to some species of fish.
At the beginning, reliance for background information is
placed on

persona~

knowledge of research efforts and reports.

To enlarge the scope of this coverage requires going to the
bibliography of the individual reports and publications or
to abstract journals and search and sift through up to
twe l ve years or more ,of cited publications.

After many

hours of searching and aggravation a pertinent bibliography
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is developed.

This doesn't mean that every possible

journal or publication has been found, but may mean a
lack of time prohibits further investigation.

If, however,

the researcher had access to ENDEX/OASIS services, a savings
in time and coverage could result in the following manner.
He or she could start by requesting, as one prospective but
skeptical user did, a search of the appropriate data and
information referral files containing information on the
behavior of seals and porpoise with an added specificity
of interactions between the porpoise and tuna.

A review

of ENDEX/OASIS data bases yields the following candidate
files:
Environmental Data Base ~irectory (EDBD)
Oceanic Abstracts (OA) ~
Biological Abstracts (BA)
Bioresearch-Index (BA)
Biological Information Retrieval System (BIRS)
Fish and Wildlife Reference Service (FWRS
-Fishery Reports) Government Reports Announcements (GRA/NTIS)
Science Citation Index (SCISEARCH)
SmithsonIan Science Information ~xchange (SSIE)
A total of 2,982,500 items or unit records could be searched 3
and checked for relevancy to the query submitted.

A search

on this topic was conducted at URI on three of the data
bases to provide a better appreciation of the significance
of on-line searching.
Qiological

~bstracts

(BA) contains 850,000 unit records

for the year 1972 to the present, inclusive.
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Biological

Information Retrieval

~stem

(BIRS) contains 25,000 unit

records for the years 1955-1974.

Oceanic Abstracts (OA)

contains 81,000 unit records for the year 1964 to the
present.
For BA about 8,000 primary publications from 97
countries are reviewed for inclusion in the data base each
year.

Sample journals titles include:

Transactions of the

American Fisheries Society, Journal of Zoology (London),
Biometrics.

Updates to OA come from about 2000 primary

sources, domestic and foreign, that are reviewed and analyzed
for relevancy to the data base.

BA and OA are located on

Lockheed's computerized retrieval system and are accessible
in the on-line interactive mode.

BIRS is a marine biology

file produced and maintained by NODC.

Although English lan-

guage sources comprise the majority of input, other sources
include French, Italian, Japanese, Russian, and Spanish.
It is located on the EDS/NODC computer in Washington, D.C.
and is available for on-line searching exclusively from NOAA.
Utilizing a standard telephone and data terminal the Lockheed
and NOAA computers were accessed for the search operations.
The elapsed time of searching all items on the data bases
at Lockheed amounted to approxima ·tely 38 minutes.

The initial

pass through each data base required from 3-5 seconds with
additional time and passes for refinement of search results.

Thirty-eight minutes to search 931,000 unit records
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from 10,000 journals with a range of 2 to 10 years coverage provided the skeptical user with 188 relevant references.
The search of BIRS on

NOA~'S

computer required 20 minutes

and retrieved 1300 references with 71 percent of them
highly relevant.

For references retrieved from all data bases

there appeared to be some duplication--approximately 10%. (See
Appendix D).

Costs for searching

~~ese

data bases had the

user followed a normal request procedure to ENDEXjOASIS
would have been $60.00
user, but many were not.

Some were previously known to the
The user expressed a high degree

of satisfaction with the results.

To quote:

"All in all,

a fantastic tool, especially, if it can be made affordable
to underpaid grad-students."

From this user and other grad-

uate students once they learned of it, there was a clearly
expressed interest for more information about ENDEXjOASIS
and how, when, and where they could use it.

Searches con-

ducted by the author for other individuals at URI, illicited
the same or similar response with the claim that the computerized search operation had saved alot of work and time
over manual searching with wider coverage a possible bonus.
Such a system to the user or potential user, can provide
a savings in time, work, and monies while increasing the
scope of literature and data coverage of all the literature.
It is not a panacea for information and data needs; it is not
a substitute for, or a vacation from the use of the intellect
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in research efforts.

It is merely a means of providing

coverage of collected information with the quickness a
computer can provide.
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II.

ENDEX/OASIS AND SEA GRANT UNIVERSITIES

The emphasis in section one has been an overview of
ENDEX/OASIS and the benefits of such a system to the person
involved in marine related work.

The concern is that at a

Sea Grant University the situation exists of a large number
of graduate students and scientists involved in marine projects not knowing about or "trusting" a "tool" like ENDEX/
OASIS.

Rather than expend time and words on this current

state of affairs, the author wishes to suggest and discuss
a method of bringing this system to the attention of the
unaware marine scientist, engineer, graduate student, and
social scientist involved in coastal and marine activities.
Simply stated, the method involves techniques of promotion and publicity that amount to taking a terminal into an
office near the scientist and hanging up a sign reading:
"Something New For You--A Marine Data and Information Center-ENDEX/OASIS--Open for Business."
Various studies on computer based reference search service
have found promotional activities and publicity to be essential
if people are to be acquainted with and encouraged to use
on-line search systems.

It was the conclusion of a study

conducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
that these efforts "must be intensive, varied and continuous."

Furthermore, it was found that the best response

was from that publicity tailored to peoples interest and thus,
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more relevant to them.
professor said:

The desired result is as one MIT

" •.. make [on-line search services] as

familiar. a tool as the xerox machine."4
Other important findings are:
1.

A moderate but growing demand exist for interactive
computer based reference search service on a feefor-service basis at MIT.

2.

The service was very well accepted by the users

3.

An informal survey of non-users indicated that
given proper circumstances, these people would
use the service. The main reason for not using it
were not being aware of the service or its benefits,
lack of funds to pay for search services, and
absence of an immediate need for searching.

4.

Costs affects the class of user.
Industrial users
were less concerned about costs than were academic
users. Undergraduates and other with no financial
support other than personal funds did not use the
service in significant numbers.

5.

The terminal connect time to search a data base
on-line correlated positively with data base size
and comprehensive.

6.

The interest in any single data base is heavily
interdepartmental. Individual departments have
multidisciplinary interests in several data bases.
Interests also crossed between the service and
techn0logy sphere and the social sciences and
humanities areas.

7.

Extensive training of information specialists is
initially required. A considerable amount of
practice searching is essential to such training.

8.

The computer search services and the data base
continually change.

9.

Computer based reference services are currently
cost effective but are in need of improvement in
certain areas.
Those cited were: better reliability
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more comprehensive data bases; more comprehensive
indexing; more uniformity among data bases and
systems; greater simplicity of use so some users
can do their own searching; and easier access to
the full text of documents.
To bring the on-line search capabilities of ENDEXjOASIS
to the potential user's location, equipment (data terminals),
facilities, people, training and funding are required.

A

description of the establishment of search service at a
Sea Grant University is made easy in scenario for sitting
up an ENDEXjOASIS technical information center at the
University of Rhode Island - Sea Grant Depository.
An agreement would be made between Bay Campus of URI,
EDS and NODC to investigate the potentials and desirability
of such a center at a Sea Grant University.

The purpose is

to determine what parameters would be useful in setting up
ENDEXjOASIS centers at the other Sea Grant Universities
around the country.

Pell Library would provide an area easily

located by students and faculty, where on-line searches would
be conducted. ' ENDEXjOASIS training personnel from NOAA and
assigned staff of Pell Library would design a promotional
program tailored to the needs and interests of the Bay Campus
community.

Background information would be obtained from

graduate students, faculty, and staff members of Pell and
URI Libraries.

continuous dialogue would enhance develop-

ment and implementation in the initial and later stages of
the investigations.
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A responsibility of the university - Pell Library would be to develop and maintain a mechanism for recording search information.

It would render easy the analysis

and reporting of who, with what frequency wanted what data
or information from where, and their affiliation with the
university.
To cover data terminal expenses, computer connect
charges, and telecommunication costs, funding would be sought
from the Sea Grant Program Office by EDS (See Appendix E).
Costs incurred from on-line searching, not covered by Sea
Grant monies, could be recovered by assessing the user with
a registration fee for those data bases giving rise to the
extra charges.
Promotional and publicity techniques would include
active and passive alerting of potential users of ENDEX/
OASIS.

Examples are, posters, brochures, ads in campus

newspapers, site preparation in the library where searches
are conducted, impromptu demonstrations, seminars, class
presentations.

There should be, however, a follow up to

making ENDEX/OASIS . known to the potential user.

In order

to induce them to use the system, the publicity should be
personalized, thereby, enticing and make the individual
want to use it.

Innovative techniques and practices beyond

the common, every day methods associated with gathering and
reviewing data of information are required.
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Where such a

new "tool" is introduced, the plain, staid, and bookshelf environment, where tradition and quiet, reign
supreme, will not be a viable factor in the successful
use and application of computerized searches to user needs.
On-line access to information and data provides the capability of the curators moving to or becoming purveyors of
information, necessarily, in order to fill a user's information and data requirements in a timely manner.
Demonstrations would be among the first techniques
for attracting the attention of students and faculty. Initially the demos would be prepared to present particular
elements of data bases.

They would highlight the content

of selected data bases while demonstrating the process of
on-line searching to an audience.

Through this type of

presentation the user would acquire a thorough understanding
of on-line searching capabilities and pave the way to more
spontaneous or open demonstrations.

These could show a

researcher that another data base could be as, or more,
related to his or her needs than the data base originally
selected for searching.

In time the demonstrations could

be made more interesting by being more inclusive.

Moving

from one data base to another, they would show the problem
oriented specificity and interdisciplinary nature of END EX/
OASIS data bases - a selling point to any group with multiple
interests.

To insure success and avoid public disasters,
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'1

demos could be constructed to produce printouts at the
terminal, listing articles, reports and projects of a
professor in or known to the observing group.

This per-

sonalized technique has worked before and is sure to appeal
to the scientist--they love electronic gadgetry, especially
when it puts their name in print.
Another promotional mechanism is the referral, recommendation or exchange of tools and ideas for research that
goes on between scientist.

The test search discussed in

Section I has led to ENDEX/OASIS gaining recognition and
acknowledgement as a valuable research tool at the URI
Bay tampus.

Questions are being asked by graduates and

faculty of where and how they can have searches done.

For

this method of promotion to be successful, it will require
continual practice and effort on the part of searcher to
learn thoroughly the systems and data bases.

Satisfied

users will reinforce the need for and support such services;
dissatisfied users will have a very negative impact on its
use and existence as a viable instrument for research.
Devices or techniques found to be successful at MIT
in publicizing and alerting students and faculty to on-line
search services are posters, signs and displays in libraries.
Articles in campus newspapers provided a means of notifying
a larger portion of the campus population.
and pink posters announcing

Large orange

"Hassle-Free Researdh" of

literature and data base descriptions were found to
-23-

improve the visibility of computer search services.
Display racks with brochures about the searchable data
bases were located near information desks of the library.
Signs were place in the reference section and stacks
reading--"This index can be searched by computer. "--when
they were the hard copy equivalent of a data base.
Finally, there are the promotional mechanisms of maklng presentations in classes or seminars and personal interviews.

All provide a closer contact with the user that is

possible with small groups.

This permits discussion on a

more personal individualized level, going well beyond the
alerting stage and leading to greater understanding and
appreciation for the systems value to a user.
The justification and philosophy behind setting these
centers up at various universities with marine interest are
not only concerned with the local and immediate impact the
researcher experiences.

There is no question the local

community would argue for free computer search service, but
it is necessary to justify it to the bursar of such a program-tell of the many fOld benefits to such an effort •
•

Besides the greater precision that is only possible
with searches conducted in the users presence, the program
would provide a means of evaluating the efficacy of a
researchers traditional search techniques versus the on-line
searching.

To accomplish this assessment of
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lite~ature

searching and awareness, one must know what individuals
involved in marine activities look at in the way of journals,
how they find out about them, and whether these alone or
some "local" communication lead to others.

The use of

promotional and publicity techniques and training for
ENDEX/OASIS utilization would be complementary to testing
for this efficacy by providing incentive to generate data
and information necessary for determining the worth--computerize or not computerize the search effort.
A comparison would be made between results from on-line
searches and those of conventionally prepared bibliographies
to determine relative value.

Thesis bibliographies could

be obtained from graduate students and faculty for this
purpose.

The comparative procedure would involve, first,

the identification of documentation, indexes, journals, etc.,
normally reviewed and cues to them.

This would facilitate

assessment of the feasibility of such a comparison; and how
the on-line searching is of assistance to the user in preparation for research projects.
Furthermore, it would provide a means to a more accurate
and precise measure of usage value and cost savings of
computerized on-line searching.

By extending ENDEX/OASIS

throughout the Sea Grant network of universities, the undesirable situation would be ranedied where an inadequate
number of terminal sites now exist inconvenient or unknown
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to much of the nation's marine community.

The computerized

search operations for information and data would be where
they should be to receive and achieve maximum utilization.

-

In the lingo of the systems analyst--optimization of system
use and user benefits results in reductions in operating
and social costs.
Like other public programs the benefits go to the
consumer in part, and society as a whole.

The true social

benefits of ENDEX/OASIS are the net values added to an
individuals' work through their utilization of information
and data sources--a

better product, a faster result, and

avoidance of duplication of effort.

Cost benefit analysis

of computerized data and information referral systems is
difficult as it is, so a program providing a means of determining opportunity costs of one system or technique versus
another is definitely desirable.

That is to say, given two

alternative ways of obtaining the same information, how much
would an ENDEX/OASIS search cost as compared to the less
expensive method?

Such an investigatory effort and program

could answer this question, while providing EDS the direction
to take in developing or acquiring data bases not yet in the
ENDEX/OASIS repetoire.
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FOOTNOTES

IDepartment Organization Order, 000 25-5A, u.S.
Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
2Ca r lin, Albert, et.al, "A Conceptual Model of an
Information System Applicable to Marine Information and
Data," Marine Sciences Literature and Data Processing
Techniques, International Marine Information Systems,
1968, The Marine Technology Society, 31 October,
1 November 1968, Washington, D.C., p. 25.
3u s e r's Guide to ENDEX/OASIS--Environrnental Data
Index and the Oceanic and Atmospheric Scientific Information Systemi Key to Oceanic and Atmospheric Information sources - No.li u.s. Department of Commerce,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Data Service, January 1976, Washington,
D.C., pp. 13, 24, 26, 33, 36, 47, 54.
4Benefeld, Alan R.i et ale NASIC at MIT, final Report,
1 March 1974, 28 February 1975i Electronics Systems Lab,
Dept. of Electrical Engineering, MIT, Cambridge, MAj
pp. 7-13.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE SEARCH RESULTS--ENDEX DATA BASES

Sample of File Record from a Search of BOTTOM PHOTOGRAPH CAMERA
STATION FILE (PHOTO) Data Base

INSTITUTION/DEPT
WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTi GEOLOGY AND GIDPHYSICS
PLATFORM/CRUISE NO
SHIP STA NO
CAM STA NO
ACCESS NO
ATLANTIS 151
4730
65
07786
MARSDEN SQUARE
GRID LOCATOR
BEGIN DATA
END DATE
144371
1300711350
480516
BEGIN LAT
MID LAT
END LAT
371500N
BEGIN LONG
MID LONG
END LONG
001300E
LOC ORIG NEGATIVE WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INST; CHIEF SCIENTIST, M.J.
POLLACK; PHOTOGRAPHER, D.M. O\vEN
ANAL AVAIL
PHOTO QUAL
B+11/COLOR
CAHERA STYLE
COMPASS
SINGLE LENS
NO
FAIR
B+W
DEPTH RANGE
NO BOTTOM PHOTOS
BEGIN DEPTH
END DEPTH
0001
2767M
PHOTO FEATURES
BIO DEBRIS (TRACKS, MOu~DS, SHELLS)
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APPENDIX A

Sample Record From a Search of NODe INDEX FOR INSTRUMENT MEASURED
SUBSURFACE CURRENT OBSERVATIONS (NIMSCO) Data Base

NODC NUMBER: 0086
INSTITUTION: RI U RI
INSTITUTION ARCHIVAL NU~ffiER:
GSO-076
PLATFORM NAME:
71-9
CRUISE DATE: 71 02 11
CRUISE ENDED 71 02 20
COUNTRY: USA
PLATFORM TYPE: BUOY MOORED
CONTACT PERSON: R. K. SEXTON
CONTACT ADDRESS: UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND, KINGSTON, R.I.
02881
CONTACT TELEPHONE: 401 792 6139
INSTRUMENT: H-838 EG+G
MODEL NUMBER: A-lOa
INSTRUMENT TYPE: CURRENT METER
OBSERVATION TYPE:
AVERAGE OF SEVERAL INSTANTANEOUS RECORDS
DATA PROCESSED? YES
OBSERVATION DATES: 71 02 08
OBSERVATION ENDED:
71 02 12
GRID LOCATOR:
7106751136
DATA EDITED? YES
LATITUDE:
17 13 36N
LONGITUDE: 065 16 OOW
OBSERVATION DEPTH: 2351
STORAGE MEDIUM: MAG. TAPE
fu~ALYSIS PRODUCTS GENERATED:
SPEED AND D VS TIt1E, P.V., COMPLOTT
DATA REDUCTION AND PROCESSING REfJ'JARKS: PROCESSED DATA A'r 1. a HR
INTERVALS
DATA EDIT CRITERIA REMARKS: GAUSSIAN FILTERS REMOVE FREQ'S
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Sample Cross Indexes and Formatted Output
from
a
ENVIroNMENTAL DATA BASE DIRECTORY (EDBD) Data Base

Search

Sample Cross Indexes

DATA MEDIUM:

RECORD NUMBER(S)

DATA SHEETS:

001800 001807

002596

MAGNETIC TAPE DIGITAL:

001784 001807

002208

MICROFILN:

001784 001807
PUNCHED CARDS:

000134
REPORrS:

000598
PLATFORM:

001784

002545

RECORD NUMBER(S)

FIXED STA'rION:

001784

001807

002545

002208

002596

S?\TELLITE :

001800
SHIP:

000598
PROJECl':

RECORD NUMBER(S)

IOOE:

002208
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002596

of

the

POLAR EXPEDITION, 1,ll-1S8], POINT lARROW, ALASKA
DATA COLLECTEDI AU~UST llal rl lftal

I~TiR~ATIONAL

002H5

'AG( ')I
~ECUYEDI

JIJ"i l.."

UH

'.OJECTS'
GE~ElAL GEOG~AP;IC A'Ell
~U'T; A~E~I:A, J.5.,

ALAS(A,

ABSTRACT I

BARROW

Pul~T

THI~ REPJ.r C'~TAI~S ~ATA
M~G ··ETICS, TI~ES, A~D ICE

IDATA CJLLE:TEO ay JS
OATA AVA!LlaILlr11
~vAILA~LE

PLATPOR ,'1

J~

U~ ~A~~ALS, BIRDS, ~ISHES, INSECTS, ~~'INE tRGANISHS, HOLLUSKS,
T~lcc~ESS, IT IS AN EXTENSIVE DATA 'ePJRT ~IT" LARGE AHOUNTS
AQHY ~~ THr POLAR EXPfOITION ~F lail-1SSI

P~lHTS,

HfTEROLOGICAL DATA,

UF DESCRIPTIVE H,RRATIVES.

A LJA~ IASIS

WIT~ ~T~ER

LIBRARIES. FREF

REPRODJ:TJJ~

OF LP TO 15 PAGES.

TY~ESI
SfATIJ~

Flxf:)

UCHIVE HEOIAI
R~~rHTS

2
I

~{lI,J~ES,

CJ~UI~I'I(i

I

A~n ~A'R"IVE

~

1700 PAGESI THE JTtlER CnJ>;T,U"ING APPRCxI"IATELt "0 'linrO(iRAPliS.

'tI

ti

PU'lDINCiI

w
w
I

o
><
H

INVENTORY I

)I

'UIL 10 T J J"S I

JF r1E

REPO~T

CONlAe r I
CHIEF,
h ~~~,

I~TE'~ATIJNAL

SILVE~

'RIO

LoelTO~

771515

EXPEDITIO~

DATA

5PRI~~

ILATII

77151~

PA'A~ETE~

~A~YLAN~

~SA

TO

POI~T

aARRD~,

l,9l0

771517

IOE~TIF1CATIO~

...... , ......... ....... ,......

SECTIO~l

'lETH:JO

UNITS

p:SITII1N

~A~T;

• • • • • • • • • t •••••• ,
FI~E~

• •••••••••••••••
OM

TI~E

£A'11'1

p~E5Su~E

,,~

TEMPfRATU~E

"Iii,

"A~E

REL~TlvE

i-<uI".IOtTY

_/I.;)

OI~ECYlO~

.IN;) S?EO
PlECIPIT4TI:J'l

ALASKA, lRa" LT. P.Ii. RAY.

Jol \H 7800

SP~EH

'

I

POLh.

~r~JSP~~3IC SCIE~CES LIS~A~Y
E~~I~J~~E~TAL
SE~yle~s

soon 1)T; sr ,

•

DATA

1I~

AIR
AIR
AU

.

P:lINT
STHIJ" TIME

YHDH

~ERe",~'f
BARJ~ETER
~ERCJR'(

DE~

TtiE R'IJ'IETER
ilAi\I:1JS

P~RCENT

DIRECTION VANE
A~e"lO'lETF.R

VARIOJS

fREQUENCY
.1................
,
STATlDOIS 1 OBS/ST"

0"'TA. AHCUNT

•••••••• t •••••

22

«us

1 naS/H:JUR

INCHES liG

Z2

"OS

1 DBS/HOUR

F

22

~oS

1 UBS/HOllR

2:

'40S

lOBS/HOUR

22
22

140S

"as

22

'·OS

lOBS/HOUR
1 OBS/H;)UR
lOllS/HOUR

-

QUADRANTS
IIPI-j
INCHES TO

., ..... , ...... .... , .........••
HIl~HT/llEPTH

•
Sample Formatted Output from a search of the EDBD data base
•

RE""US
UST£iI,~

ST"'~JAIl.D

TI"It

HyGRC'IErH A'tD
C4LCIJLATED
R41~

G4'E "''Co

I~TERNATIONA~

002545
P4R4~ETE\
NA~E

PO~AR

EXPEDITION, 1881-188), POINT

IOe~TIFICATICN

SECTIONI

S~~E~E

~ETMOO

UNITS

AU

VISJAL
VISLlH
'l'J'l-REVERSINCi

StALE 1

BA~ROW,

ALASKA

DATA AHOUNT

f~EQUENCY

22
22
22

1 OBS/HOUR
1 oaS/HouR
1 DBS/HOUll

PAGE 02

ICCNT.1

HEIGHT/DEPTH

RE~~R(S

...............•.........•...•............•.••..............••.......••.....•••.•...... , ...•.••••....•...••..................
0\'1;),,1< T

SkY

tLJU(1S

Al~

oIA TE ~

TE"\FnAT 'J~E

HIJNORETIiS
TO 10

DEG

DIREC T '1EAS;;RE
~OS

"'.OS

"OS

CLOl./O
SEA

ToiE,l,'1J'ItTU
Tf"'PFIlAT;J~E

L4~'

'1ERCJRY

DI:Ci

GEQ~aG~ET:t

EHToi

VARIOJS

DEGREES

ToiE~"'J'IFTER

TENTHS

DECLI"ATIJ~

C;[I)/'I C;"E'

It

E&II,T'i

nTLL l'ITf'iSITV
.;:.
I

~IP

"AHR UVEl

SPEtlES
;)ETFR"I~ATI1'4
OF ",I.~/'ALS

SPEt as

oaS/HOUR

22

-ns

OilS/HOUR

J7 AND ONE
HALF fT

orrr RI\ l'i4r D

'l

NEUTONS, ,DYNES

VARI:'JS

fHT'"

liAR lJJS

(ioU'"

vAR l 'jJS

.lATH

FL::lAT

NEUTONS, DYNES
Hl'lUTES TO

TENTHS OF
E~D

"ATH

otEY

L"'~)

<EV

"UE~

V4RIJJS

OF ·\,I.HMALS

L["I"TH ;;F

S~FtIES
DETr~M:~ATl'J~

27.

1'05

IIAu·'ET::~ETfR
REPu~rEO

IlSS/HOUR

AS ..

CABLE

ANCLE
FHT Tn

HUNDREDTHS

"OS

) DAYS/HOS

22

"US

) nAYS/IlOS

22

"uS

HAL;: HOURLY

25
25

FEET-INCHES

II~PURHO

CF PELA1dt
F IS"
SPECIES

TIDE LEVEL

nas

~,UTE

"85

FORK

"SS

"UE~

o(EV

18

('US

A1~

<EY

111

1'85

S::lTT~~

(EV

n

aBS

"4T£~

(EY

~O

'lilS

S'JTTJ~

.... ISJ4L

~o

(liS

DEH"~I"IATl:'~

" f'oT"lt

',<I"HS
SPECIES

CEHR'II"IATI1i
r,; lCiJPL4'l<TJ'l
tcu~T

OF

WHALE,
LE'lIOTtil

LENIOTH Of
VAal ;)uS F 1"'5

u

aEt;THIc.
ANI>lALS

Sample Formatted Output from a search of the EDBD data

o

H

)I

"RS

(E'l'

~

fi'"

>:

UETER~ I'a TI '1'1

CF,I':HCTS
5PEClfS

AS A

FUlltE

;)EH.~pIATI::l~

•

suHt.a

IIAC;'<ETJ~ETER

22

AI~

·1~:JS

SPECIES

OF

BElO" TME
THE;i:JJL1TE

,,'''''ALS

,, -

AND

fORtE

GE~w ~G"ETlC
GEO~AG;IETIC

"lOS

""TER

ICE

AllO J'<l FI LAll

I<'J RIl u 'iTAL
! -rt (I-;S I T 1

I
W

TO

2Z

CO~E;U:;E

~ase

(Cont.)

APPENDIX B

SAMPLE SEARCH RESULTS--OASIS DATA BASES

Sample Citation from a Search of the METEOROLOGICAL AND
GEOPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS (MGA) Data Base

ID NO.- MGA24080013
DOC TYPE- 0
PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG AND OZONE REACTIONS.
OZONE
SYMPOSIA,
OZONE-ATMOSPHERIC
POLLUTION
DESCRIPTORSRELATIONSHIPS, ATMOSPHERIC POLLUrrON SYMPOSIA, SMOG, PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF
SMOG,
UDC - 551.510.4:551.575:541.14:061.3
CTRY OF PUBL- US
SOURCE- SPONSORED BY M1ERlCAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY AT ITS 161St MEETING.
ADVANCES IN CHEMISTRY SERIES, WASH., D.C., 113, 1972. 285 p.
THE PAPERS PRESENTED AT TI~O SYMPOSIA ARE COMBINED INTO ONE BOOK.
THOSE IN THE SYMPOSIUM ON PHOTOCHEMICAL SMOG REVlfl~ VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
PHOTOCHEMICAL AIR POLLUTION. MECHANISMS OF SMOG REACTIONS, SIMULATION
OF
URBAN
AIR
POLLUTION, AND MODELS AND ABATEMENT STRATEGY FOR
PHOTOCHEHICAL SMOG ARE COVERED. THE Pi\PERS FROM THE SYMPOSIUM ON OZONE
REACTIONS IN THE ATHOSPHERE IDEAL WITH THE CURRENT RESEARCH INTO THE
CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF OZONE AND WITH PRACTICAL PROBLE~~ OF AIR POLLUTION.
TOPICS INCLUDE REACTIONS OF OZONE WITH A}lMONIA, OLEFINS, AND ORGANIC
SULFIDES WITH SELECTED HYDROCARBONS TO FORM AEROSOLS; FORl1ATION AND
DESTRUCTION OF OZONE, THE ROLE OF CARBON MONOXIDE AND HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
IN THE ATMOSPHERE; AND THE PHOTOOXIDATION OF PROPYLENE IN THE PRESENCE
OF NO.SUB 2. AND O.SUB 2 ••

Sample Citation from a Search of the OCEANIC
Base

ABSTRACTS

(OA)

Data

70-04370
SHALLO\~
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FLORIDA ATLANTIC SHELF AS
REVEALED BY SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILES.
MEISBURGER, E. P.; DUANE, D. B.
PUEL. YR: 69
PUBL. TYPE: U.S. COASTAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER.
WASH. D.C. REPRINT O. 1-70, 9 PAGES, OCT. 1969.
DESCRIPTORS: SAND, SEISMIC REFLECTION PROFILING, GEOLOGIC STRUCTURES,
FLORIDA COAST, CONTINENTAL SHELF.
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S~nple

Citation (with abstract) from a
REPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS (GRA) Data Base

search

1
METEOROLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS
LIGHTVESSELS IN THE NORTH SEA: VOLUHE 22, 1970

of

ON BOARD

the

GOVERNMENT

NETHERLANDS

ROYAL NETHERLANDS METEOROLOGICAL INST., DE BILT.
C4674J2
FLD: 04B
STARl309
7 JUN 74 1861'
REPT NO; KNMI-141-22
MONITOR; 18
IN DurCH AND ENGLISH
ABSTRACT:
NORTH SEA METEOROLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS
DURING 1970 ARE PRESENTED IN TABULAR FORM. METEOROLOGICAL DATA INCLUDE
AIR PRESSURE, AIR TENPERATURE AND WET BULB T&'1PERATURE, SEAWATER
TEMPERATURE, AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION, DURATION OF PRECIPITATION AND FOG.
OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA INCLUDE SALINITY, SWELL, AND SEA CURRENTS.
DESCRIPTORS:
*METEOROLOGICAL CHARTS,
*NORTH
SEA,
*OCEANOGR2\PHY,
ATMOSPHERIC .
PRESSURE,
ATMOSPHERIC
TE~WERATURE,
PRECIPITATION
(HETEOROLOGY), SALINITY, SHIPS, TABLES (DATA), WEATHER STATIONS
IDENTIFIERS;
N75-17916/8ST

NTISNASA
NTIS PRICES;

PC$7.00/MF$2.25

Sample Citation from a Search of BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX OR GEOLOGY
(GEOREF) Data Base
ID
TI
AU
SY

-

E75-14125
GEOPHYSICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO TAPHROGENESIS
FUCHS, K.
IN APPROACHES TO TAPHROGENESIS (EDITED BY J. H. ILLIES AND K.
FUCHS); DYNAMIC MODELS FOR TAPHROGENESIS, P. 420-432, ILLUS.
SO - E.
SCHWEIZ.
VERLAGSBUCHHANDLUNG
(NAEGELE
U.
OBERMILLER) ,
STUTTGART, 1914
DE
TECTONICS, TECTONOPHYSICS, CONCEPTS, STRUCTURE,
TAPHROGENESIS,
FAULTS, GRABENS, EUROPE, GERHANY, FRANCE, R.liINE GRABEN, HODELS,
RESISTIVITY, ELECTRICAL, GRAVITY FIELD, ~~~TLE, LOW-VELOCITY LAYER,
SEISMIC SURVEYS, SEISMOLOGY
LA - EL
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SUBJECT INDEX TO THE ENDEX/OASIS DATA BASES
The following index can be used to identify data bases relevant to the
general subject areas specified. Once a user has identified all data
bases
of possible interest, the descriptions that follow may be studied
to determine whether each is appropriate to his interests.
Data bases such as DDC, ASCA, SCISEARCH, SSIE, LIBCON, and GRA are
usually not indexed in this table since they contain information in most
of the subject areas.

SUBJECT AREA

DATA BASES

A

aeronomy

MGA, NASA, NSA

agriculture

CAIN

air quality

APA, EDBD

air pollution

APA, CAC, CT, EDBD, EI, MGA, POLLUTION, SPIN

aquaculture

CULTURE

aquatic biology

CULTURE, BIRS, EDBD

astrophysics

EDBD, NGA, NASA, NSA

atmospheric physics

EDBD, MGA, NASA, NSA

B

biochemistry

BA, BRI, CAC, CT, MEDLINE, OA, TOXLINE

bioengineering

BA, BRI, EI

biology

BA, BRI, EDBD, EI

botany

BA, BRI, CAIN, EDBD

C

cartography

NASA

chemical oceanography

CAC, CT, EDBD, OA, PIDS, RESCQP

chemistry

CAC, CT, EDBD, El, MEDLINE, NSA, OA
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SUBJECT AREA

DATA BASES

cl imatology

APA, CAIN, EDBD, MGA, NASA

coastal zone management

BA, BRI, EDBD, EI, OA

communications

El, INSPEC, NASA

congressional information

CIC

currents--use subsurface
ocean currents
E

ecology

BA, BIRS, BRI, EDBD, OA, SWRA

energy sources, production
and management

ENER, NSA, PE NEWS

entomology
environmental biology

BA, BIRS, BRI, EDBD, MEDLINE, OA

environmental monitoring

APA, EDBD, EI, NASA, NSA, OA, ROSCOP, SWRA

estuaries

EDBD, OA, Sl'lRA

F

fish and fisheries

BA, BIRS, BRI, EDBD, FSTA, FWRS, OA, SWRA

fluid physics

INSPEC, NASA, NSA, OA

food chemistry

CAC, CT, FSTA, MEDLINE, OA

food technology

BA, BRI, EI, FSTA, OA

G

geochemistry

CAC, CT, EDBD, GEOL, GEOREF, GPA, OA

geological oceanography

EDBD, GEOL, GEaREF, OA, ROSCOP

geology

EDBD, EI, GEOL, GEOREF, GPA, OA, ROSCOP

geodesy

GAP, NASA, OA

geomagnetism

EDBD, GEOL, GEOREF, GPA, NASA, OA
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SUBJECT AREA

DATA BASES

H

hydrology

EDBD, EI, MGA, SWRA

I

ionospheric phenomena

EDED, MGA, NASA, NSA

L

land pollution

EDBD, POLLUTION

M

marine biology

BA, BIRS, BRI, EDBD, OA

marine chemistry

CAC, CT, EDBD, OA

marine environment

BIRS, EDBD, OA

marine ecology

EDB D, GEOREF, OA

marine pollution

E.JBD, POLLUTION

meteorology

APA, EDBD, EI, MGA, NASA, NSA, OA, ROSCOP

microbiology

BA, BRI, EDBD, FSTA

N

NOAA publications

GRA

noise pollution

POLLUTION

nutrition

FSTA

nuclear science
and technology

EI, NASA, NSA

o
ocean dumping

EDBD, SWIRS

ocean currents

NIHSCO, OA
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SUBJECT AREA

DATA BASES

oceanography

BA, BRI, CAC, CT, EDBD, EI, GEOREF, MGA, OA ROSCOP

organic chemistry

CAC, CT, OA

P

paleontology

GEOL, GEOREF, OA

pesticides

CAIN, MGA, OA, POLLUTION

petroleum

PE NEWS

photochemistry

APA, CAC, CT

physical chemistry

CAC, CT, NSA, ROSCOP

physiology

CHEMCON, SWRA, TOXLINE, TOXMAT

physics

EDVO, EI, INSPEC, NSA, OA

pollution - see various
types, also

EDBD, POLLUTION, ROSCOP

R

radiation

CAC, CT, ENER, INSPEC, MEDLINE

radiation science

MGA, NASA, NSA, OA

S

satellites

EDBD, MGA, NASA, OA

Sea Grant publications

GRA

seismology

EDBD, EI, GEOL, GEOREF, OA

sewage & waste treatment

EDBD, POLLUTION, SNIRS

solar energy

EDBD, ENER

solar physics and
phenomena

EDBD, HGA, NASA, NSA

solid waste disposal

S\HRS

space sciences

MGA, NASA, NSA

subsurface ocean currents

NIMSCO
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DATA BASES

T

thermal pollution

EDBD, HEF, NSA, OA, POLLUTION

toxicology

BA, BRI, CAC, CT, MEDLINE, TOXLINE, TOXMAT

u
underwater photography

EDBD, OA, PHOTO

undersea technology

EDBD, EI, OA

upper air physics

EDBD, MGA

w
water pollution

CAC, CT, EDBD, EI, ENER, OA, POLLUTION, SWRA,
TOXLINE

water quality

EDBD, OA, SWRA

water resources

EDBD, EI, OA SWRA

water treatment

EDBD, EI, OA, SWRA

weather forecasting

APA, EDBD, MGA, NASA

wildlife

FWRS
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ENDEX DATA BASES FOR REFERRPL TO

n~TA

FILE

NAME OF DATA BASE:

THE BOTTOM PHOTOGRAPHY CAMERA
STATION FILE (PHOTO)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Oceanographic Data Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $15 (up to 200 citations)
10¢ per citation off-line printed
Interactive - Negotiable

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS

COVERED:

FILE SIZE:

1944-present

7,500

The Bottom Photograph Camera Station
File is an index to bottom
photographs at oceanographic institutions throughout the U.S. These
photos are the result of 7,500 camera stations distributed throughout
the world's oceans.
The file is organized by camera station, each of
which represents at least one bottom photo available from an institution
in L~e u.S. Each station is indexed by the location and the date on
which the
photograph was taken, type of camera (stereo, TV, movie,
etc.), type of fiL~ (color, black and White, etc.), number of usable
photographs, ship/ cruise/station identifier, and institution from which
the
photos are available. Additional information included whenever
available are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

photo custodian's evaluation of imagery quality
compass orientation available
distinguishable features
detailed analysis of features
water depth

This camera station file has been computerized and may
any of the informational items mentioned above.

be

searched

on

The camera station inventory selected during a search can be printed in
total or in part. Any informational items desired from the total record
can be specified.
Station location charts may be generated from a
CALCO~W Plotter
and are available for the entire world or selected
areas.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA BASE DIRECTORY (EDBD)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Oceagraphic Data Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Batch - $20 formatted (based on an average
of 75 records)
$30 Cross-index
Interactive - Negotiable

ACCESS MODE:

Batch of interactive

YEARS COVERED

1850-present

FILE SIZE:

3500 data file descriptions

The Environmental Data Base Directory (EDBD) is a computerized inventory
of environmental data bases located at Federal, state, and local
government agencies, educational and research institutions, and private
industry in the U.S. and Canada. At present, 3,500 environmental data
files are described. These pertain largely to Great Lakes and coastal
areas of t~e U.S. The plan is to complete a comprehensive nationwide
inventory by 1980.
Each Environmental Data Base description lists the geographic area of
data collection, types of data parameters and methods used to measure
them, when and where the data were collected, the sensors and platforms
used, data formats, restrictions on data availability, publications in
which the data may be found, whom to contact for further information,
and the esti~mated cost of obtaining the data.
This file is computerized and searchable interactively on any of the
items listed ahove. Search results can be tailored to the user's needs.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

None INDEX FOR INSTRUMENT-MEASURED
SUBSURFACE CURRENT OBSERVATIONS (NIMSCO)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE

National Oceanographic Data Center

SEARCH

CHARGE:

Batch - $7

(Free to NOAA personnel)

Interactive - Negotiable

ACCESS MODE:

Bathe or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1965-present

FILE SIZE:

1,200 records

NIMSCO (NODC
Index
for
Instrument-Measured
Subsurface
Current
Observations) is an inventory of subsurface current data available in
the U.S. This inventory is indexed by instrument type and model,
sampling location and period of usable record, and sampling depth.
Other coded fields available are platform type and name, institution
holding
data, and storage medium type.
Data edit and analysis
information is added when available.
Each NIMSCO form represents an instrument station.
These forms have
been computerized and can be searched in the batch mode or interactively
on any of the coded fields listed in the paragraph above. Computer
outputs can be tailored to the needs of the requester.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

PARAMETER INVENTORY DISPLAY SYSTEM (PIDS)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Oceanographic Data Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Interactive - Negotiable

ACCESS MODE:

Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

See below.

FILE SIZE:

See below.

1)

Station Data inventory
Years: 1893-present
Access: on-line
size: 565,000 records

2)

Mechanical BT inventory
Years: 1941-present
Access: on-line
Size:
783,000 records

3)

Expendable BT inventory
Years: 1966-present
Access: on-line
Size: 160,000 records

The Parameter Inventory Display System (PIDS)
inventory for NODe's three largest data files.

is

an

interactive

(1)
The station data file with 565,000
classical
ocean stations
reporting one or more of the
following parameters:
temperature,
salinity, or transparency (Secchi disc) .
(2)
The digitized mechanical BT (bathythermograph) file with
stations.
(3)

783,000

The XBT (expendable BT) file with 160,000 stations.

PIOS allows the selection of data by any combination of parameters
(depth,
time period, location or country) and displays the number of
stations satisfying those criteria by month and season. The selected
station locations can then be displayed directly or in sununary form at
CRT terminals. Photocopies may be made by NODe for those users lacking
CRT devices.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

REPORT OF OBSERVATIONS/SA~WLES COLLECTED BY
OCEANOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS (ROSCOP)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Oceanographic Data Center

SEARCH CHARGE:

Free

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1974 to present

FILE SIZE:

800 (75 to 100 new accessions per month)

The Report of Observations/Samples Collected by Oceanographic Programs
(ROSCOP) is intended as an important new mechanism in support of the
international oceanographic data exchange system. ROSCOP provides the
basis for timely inventories of data and samples
collected resulting
from on-going programs. Information contained within ROSCOP includes:
institution, ship/platform, cruise number, chief scientist(s), dates,
geographic area, disposition of data, whom to query for information, and
parameters measured/types of studies.
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OASIS DATA BASES FOR REFERRAL TO PUBLISHED LITERATURE

NAME OF DATA BASE:

AIR POLLUTION ABSTRACTS (APA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Environmental Protection Agency
Air Pollution Technical Information Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $5
SOl - $5/month

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1967-present

FILE SIZE:

52,000

Air pollution Abstracts (APA) is the data base maintained by the
Environmental Protection Agency for the collection and dissemination of
all domestic and foreign technical literature related to air pollution.
Literature coverage includes
$7,000
domestic and foreign serial
publications, patents, Government reports, dissertations, preprints,
technical society ·p a p e r s , and proceedings. Monthly updates of the data
base files contain notices of approximately 600 of the most recent
technical
articles
accessioned
in
air pollution research.
The
retrospective collection available for custom searches amounts to more
than 52,000 documents. SDI frequency is monthly.

APPENDIX C

NAME OF DATA

BASE:

AQUACULTURE (CULTURE)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Oceanographic Data Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $10

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1972-present

FILE SIZE:

2,000 (approx.)

The Aquaculture (Culture) file contains information on growing fresh
water, brackish, or marine plants and animals from reports, project
summaries, reprints, preprints, manuscripts, progress reports, and film
strips. At tl1e present time there are approximately 2,000 citations in
the file for the
period 1972
to the present. Only retrospective
searches of the file are available .
"Browse" capability for viewing the
documents on microfiche is available.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

AUTOMATIC SUBJECT CITATION ALERT (ASCA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Institute for Scientific Information

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective -$80
501 - $120 (1 yr minimum)
Preselected SOl - $95 per year

ACCESS MODE

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1961-present (retrospective citations)
1966-present (subject searching)
Current week (501 searches)

FILE SIZE:

Over 1,000,000

ASCA is a weekly service affording broad interdisciplinary journal
literature coverage from the primary journals of basic applied science,
engineering and technology, medicine, and social
and
behavioral
sciences. Approximately
3,700 journals are reviewed and all articles
published within the journals are entered.
50% of G~e items are
non-English language publications. SOl frequency is weekly.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEX OF GEOLOGY (GEOREF)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

American Geological Institute

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $90
SDI - $l5/month
Interactive - $75 per connect hr
20¢ off-line printing (per citation)

ACCESS HODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1967-present

FILE SIZE:

230,000

GEOREF, the geological reference file, is issued by the American
Geological Institute and contains world literature on geology from over
3,000 serials and publications. Over 50,000 citations per year are
published.
The hard copy counterpart of this file is the Geological
Society of America's Bibliography and Index of Geology. The file
is
updated mcntly, providing material for SDI profeiles. Also available is
the retrospective collection which begins with 1967 and is used in
conducting custom searches. The SDI frequency is monthly.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICAN GEOLOGY (GEOL)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

U.S. Geological Survey

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $36 per year searched

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1961-1968

FILE SIZE:

62,000

Bibliography of North American Geology
(GEOL) is a data base of
citations covering the years 1961-1968 inclusive.
This base was
supplied from the North American Geology file, which lists publications
dealing with the geology of the North American Continent, Greenland, the
West Indies, Ha~aii, Guam, and other island possessions, but not the
Pacific Trust
Territories of the United States. Articles by American
authors published in foreign journals are cited if they deal with North
American localities or are of a general nature, but not if they deal
with foreign areas. Articles on North k~erica by foreign authors are
included regardless of the place of publication, while those of a
general nature are included only if they appear in North American
journals. Only custom retrospective searches are available.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (BA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Biosciences Information Service (BIOSIS)

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $60 (Includes
BIORESEARCH INDEX)
SDI - $l2/semimonthly
User Interactive - $65 per connect hr
10¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1972-present

FILE SIZE:

850,000

The biological Abstracts (BA) data base is supplied by the Biosciences
Information Service (BIOS1S).
The associated hard copy (Biological
Abstracts) of the data base is published twice a month, two volumes per
year.
The
literature
coverage
for this data base amounts to
approximately 8,000 primary publications originating in 97 countries.
About 240,000 articles are cited each year. The retrospective file for
custom searches begins with 1972. Sample journals titles reviewed for
input to Biological Abstracts tapes include:
Transactions of the
American Fisheries society, Journal of Zoology (London), Biometrics, and
Journal of Biological Chemistry.
Upon special request retrospective
searches back to 1969 arc available. SDI frequency is semimonthly.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (BIRS)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Oceanographic Data Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $15

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1955-1974

FILE SIZE:

25,000

The NODC Biological Information Retrieval System (BIRS)
is a marine
biology file generated and maintained by the National Oceanographic Data
Center. The file includes references to ecology, environmental factors,
phytoplankton, zooplankton, benthos, growth, techniques, productivity,
particulate and dissolved organic matter, food chains, nutrient cycles,
biodeterioration, microbiology, pollution, aquaculture, bioluminescense,
noxious and poisonous organisms, drugs from the sea, and deep scattering
layers. English language sources are predominant; other sources include
French, Italian,
Japanesee,
Portuguese,
Russian,
and
Spanish.
Subsequent to 1974, input to the data base was discontinued. This data
base is available for computer searching exclusively from NOAA.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

BIORESEARCH INDEX (BRI)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Biosciences Information Service

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective SDI - $l2/month

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED

1969-present

FILE SIZE:

462,000

(See BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS)

The Bioresearch Index (BRI) data base is supplied by the Bioscience
Information Service (BIOSIS).
The associated hard copy of this data
base is published monthly. Over 90,000 new articles are cited each
year, taken from additional journals and reports not covered by Biological Abstracts.
The Bioresearch Index file contains material about
applied researd1 and is issued monthly. Tape records for the data base
average 7~500 titles per issue. Retrospective searches back to 1969 can
be ordered on special request.
SDI frequency is monthly.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS CONDENSATES (CAC)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Chanical Abstracts Service

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $48
SDI - $12/week
Interactive - $45/connect hour
8¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1970-present

FILE SIZE:

1,600,000

The Chemical
Abstracts Condensates
(CAC)
corresponds to Chemical
Abstracts and is supplied by the Chemical Abstracts Service. It is
i.ssued we ek Ly wi t11 half the subject scope covered one week and the other
half on the following week. Searches may be tailored to either the
"ODD"
(CAO)
series, or trie "EVEN" (CAE) series for SDr profiles.
Yearly, approximately 380,000 new articles are expected to be cited.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

CHEMICAL TITLES (CT)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Chemical Abstracts Service

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $71/year searched

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1962-1968

FILE SIZE:

627,000

Chemical Titles (CT) covers 650 journals of pure and applied chemistry
and chemical engineering with a content of 100,000 to 120,000 documents
per year. This data base is available only as a retrospective collection for custom searches in the years 1962 through 1968. Following this
period, searches are run on the CAC data base collection.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE (CIS)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Congressional Information Service, Inc.

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOOA personnel)

Retrospective - $82
User Interactive - $lOO/connect hr
(Subscribers)
8¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch of Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1970-present

FILE SIZE:

40,000

The Congressional Information Service
spective coverage of publications of
mittee hearings and prints; House and
cations; House and Senate special
reports and documents. The data base
mately 900 citations. On-line access
publications.
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(CIS) provides current and retrothe U.s. Congress, including comSenate reports, documents, publipublications, and Senate executive
is updated monthly with approxiis limited to subscribers to CIS

APPENDIX C

NAME OF DATA BASE:

DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER DATA BASE (DOC)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Defense Documentation Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

This data base is available through OASIS for
NOAA personnel only.

ACCESS HODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1953-present

FILE SIZE:

over 670,000

The Defense Documentation Center (DDC), a field activity of the Defense
Supply Agen~J, maintains several data bases and makes available from one
central depository thousands of research and development reports produced each year by U.s. military organizations and their contractors.
Two of these data bases are available for OASIS use:
the Research and
Technology Work Unit Information System (WUIS) and Technical Report (TR)
Program. WUIS is described in this manual under the "Referral to Ongoing Research" section.
The TR data base contains terminated or completed research and development project reports. Only unclassified products are available through
OASIS.
The Center's technical report collection totals more than a million
titles.
Those accessioned since March 1953, about 670,000, are under
computer control for quick retrieval. These include more than 65,000
titles in electronics and electrical engineering and 90,000 concerning
studies in physics~ Almost all areas of science and technology are
included in the total data base.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

ENERGY (ENER)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Environmental Information System Office,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

SEARCH CHARGE
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $12

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1970-present

FILE SIZE:

3,500

Energy (ENER) is a data base of bibliographic references related to all
aspects of the energy probla~. It was supported by the National Science
Foundation and prepared by the Environmental Information System Office
At Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The ENERGY data base contains
references to books, reports, technical and semitechnical journal articles, symposium papers and proceedings, and Congressional committee
prints. At the present time, the data base contains almost 2,000 references and is increasing. Retrospective custom searches are available.
No capability for SDI search services has been planned.
At L~is
writing, interactive searches are available only from an ESIC terminal
in Washington, D.C.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

ENGINEERING INDEX COMPENDEX (EI)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Engineering Index, Inc.

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $60
SDI - IS/month
Interactive - $65 per connect hr
10¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS ,MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1970-present

FILE SIZE:

275,000

The Engineering Index Compendex (EI)
corresponds to the Engineering
Index Monthly and is supplied and published by Engineering Index, Inc.
It is the only English language monthly indexing service covering the
worldwide
engineering spectrum.
Articles from approximately 2,200
current serial and nonserial publications are abstracted. The update of
the data base files amounts to about 7,000 documents per month, to which
SDI profiles can be applied. The retrospective collection for custom
searches begins with the year 1969. The file is updated monthly.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

THE FISH AND WILDLIFE REFERENCE SERVICE (FWRS)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Denver Public Library

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $35.00

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1940-present - Wildlife reports
1950-present - Fishery reports

FILE SIZE:

11,000

The Fish and Wildlife Reference Service (FWRS)
is a computerized
information retrieval system providing research information on American
fish and wildlife. Literature covered are reports, unpublished and
published
articles,
monographs,
theses,
and
dissertations.
Approximately two-thirds of the data consists of unpublished state
reports generated by the Anadromous Sport Fish Conservation Program and
the Federal Aid in Fish and Wildlife Restoration Program.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ABSTRACTS (FSTA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

International Food Information Service

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $80
SDI - $5/month

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1969-present

FILE SIZE:

70,000

The Food Science and Technology Abstracts (FSTA) data base is produced
by the InteYnational Food Information Service. FSTA gleans about 1,400
abstracts each month from worldwide patents, books, and journals dealing
wi~~ food processing problems.
Topics treated include fish and marine
products,
food economics,
and packaging. 1,200 primary journals are
searched. Of these, 150 are from the Unit.ed States, 100 from Gennany,
80 from the United Kingdom, 60 from France, 58 from the USSR, and 145
from Japan. The file contains 70,000 citations for the period 1969present.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

GEOPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS (GPA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

U.S. Geological Survey

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $36/yr searched

ACCES S MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1966-1970

FILE SIZE:

29,000

The Geophysical Abstracts
(GPA) data base contains citations from
journals and other publications dealing with geology worldwide. It is
available as a retrospective collection for cuscom searches only.
The
GPA is available for the years 1966-1970. The supplier of input for the
data base was the U.S. Geological Survey.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

GOVERNMENT REPORTS ANNOUNCEMENTS (GFA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Technical Information Service

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $100
SDI - $lO/biweekly
Interactive - $35 per connect hr
10¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1964-present

FILE SIZE:

500,000

The Government Reports Announcements (GRA) (formerly USGPDR) is a data
base issued by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). The
GRA data base is multidisciplinary and covers newly generated U.S.
Government . research and development reports of completed projects and
efforts, as well as translations of foreign technical material.
The
file consists of more than 500,000 titles collected since 1964. The
corresponding hard copy associated with the data base is the abstract
bulletin published by NTIS under the same nffine.
Documents and reports submitted to NTIS come from all major departments
and agencies within the Federal government, as well as leading private
organizations or individuals with Federal grants or contracts, such as
the Department of Defense, Housing and Urban Development, the Environmental Protection Agency, Booz-Allen, TRW Systems Group, Mitre Corporation, MIT, Sandia Laboratories, and the Rand corporation.
Updates of the data base file are run biweekly and provide the material
for SDI profiles.
In addition to the SDI capability, a custom search
service is available for retrieving information from the retrospective
collection, with coverage back to 1964.
Government Reports Announcements contains abstracts of all NOAA publications and those produced under NOAA contracts and grants, including
the National Sea Grant Program.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

HEATED EFFLUENTS (HEF)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Cornell University

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $12.00

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

l774-present

FILE SIZE:

5,000

Heated Effluents (HEF) is a special file on the effects of heated
effluents from power plants on the aquatic environment. References date
back to 1774.
(At this writing, interactive searches are available from
an ESIC terminal in Washington, D.C. only.)
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

INFORMATION SERVICE IN PHYSICS, ELECTROTECH_
NOLOGY, COMPUTERS AND CONTROL (INSPEC)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Institution of Electrical Engineers, London

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $60.00
SDI - $10 semimontly
Interactive - $45 per connect hr
lO~ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1969-present

FILE SIZE:

Over 700,000

Information Service in Physics, Electrotechnology, Computers and Control
(INSPEC), the data base of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, is a
composite of t~xee published abstracting and indexing services.
The
three services scan published literature in the subject fields of
physics, electrical engineering and electronics, computers, and control.
The INSPEC data base consists of abstracts of journal articles,
technical reports, patents, conference proceedings, books, and theses.
Both SDI (current awareness) and retrospective custom search profiles
are available for user services. This data base is updated semimonthly
for SDI searches.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS (LIBCON)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Information Dynamics Corporation (IDC)

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $102.00
Interactive - $120 per connect hour
25¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1965-present

FILE SIZE:

837,000

LIBCON provides nationwide on-line access to the Library of Congress
catalog.
The file will eventually cover everything cataloged by the
Library since 1965, including titles
from the National Program for
Acquisitions and Cataloging (approximately 1.5 million items). The data
base will .g r ow at approximately 28,000 items each month. This data base
provides USers access to the extensive monographic literature, in all
subject areas, of the Library of Congress.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

MEDLINE/CATLINE

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Library of Medicine

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $5

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1973-present (1969, 1970, 1971, and
1972 available upon special request)

FILE SIZE:

50,000

MEDLINE/CATLINE is the bibliographic search service of the National
Library of Medicine.
It contains more than 533,000 citations to
articles from about 1,200 major journals indexed for the associated
publication Index Medicus. The material cited in the data base is from
the world "s biomedical serial literature. The continuous updating of
the data
base permits retrieval references to the latest journal
articles of interest to the MEDLINE user. Typical journals reviewed for
MEDLINE include
Environmental
Health
Perspective,
Environmental
Research, Enzymologia, Clinical Toxicology, Biochemistry, Biodynamica,
Health Physics, Journal of Experimental Biology, Toxicon, and Science.
The file is updated each month.
CATLINE (Catalog-on-line) searches of the NLM are available if requested
as part of a MEDLINE search. CATLINE includes catalogued records dating
back to 1965.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

METEOROLOGICAL AND GEOASTROPHYSlCAL ABSTRACTS
(MGA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

American Meteorological Society
(under contract to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration)

SEARCH MODE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $20
SDI - $lO/month
Interactive - $35 per connect hr
(NOAA terminals)
10¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1972-present

FILE SIZE:

25,000

The Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts (MGA)
data base
consists of approximately 25,000 citations from domestic and foreign
publications dealing with meteorology, physical oceanography, surface
water hydrology, glaciology, solar physics, and related subjects. It is
the major English language abstracting and indexing service in the
atmospheric sciences.
The data base is comprised of the citations
published in Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Abstracts by the
American Meteorological Society (AMS). Citations are added to the data
base as they become available from AMS. Citations for 1970 and 1971
will be added early in calendar year 1976. The MGA computerized data
base was developed by NOAA especially for the OASIS program.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

NASA INFORMAT ION BANK (NASA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

This data base is available through OASIS
for NOAA personnnel only.

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1963-present

FILE SIZE:

800,000

The NASA Information Bank contains bibliographic data on the complete
NASA scientific and technical information collection, including reports,
journal articles, books, translations, and conference papers in about
200 separate topic categories
relating
to
aerospace,
science,
engineering, and technology. Customized current awareness searches are
not available. The NASA Information Bank has a retrospective search
capability covering the period 1963 to present. The NASA data base is
updated bimonthly.
The NASA bank includes Selected Current
Aerospace Notice (SCAN), a
current awareness service that announces new accessions in a fixed
number of preselected new categories. SCAN supplements the basic and
continuing
NASA announcement tools with Scientific and Technical
Aerospace Reports (STAR) and International Aerospace Abstracts (IAA).
The two journals announce more than 60,000 documents per year.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY (CAINl

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

U.S. Department of Agriculture

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $35
SDI - $lS/month
Interactive - $2S per connect hr
lO¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1970-present

FILE SIZE:

605,000

The Cataloging and Indexing
(CAIN)
data base contains bibliographic
information on documents acquired by the National Agricultural Library
on a worldwide basis in the broad field of agriculture, including
agricultural economics and rural sociology, agricultural products,
animal industry, engineering, entomology, food and human nutrition,
forestry, pesticides, plant science, soils and fertilizers, and other
related subject fields. It includes both monographs and journals
articles.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

NUCLEAR SCIENCE ABSTRACTS (NSA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Energy Research and Development
Administration

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $12.00
SDI - $lO/semimonthly

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1968-present

FILE SIZE:

490,000

Nuclear Science Abstracts (NSA) is issued by the Energy Research and
Development Administration and corresponds to the printed publication of
the s&~e name. The subject scope of the data base includes the study of
production, properties, and phenomena of atomic nuclei, subatomic
particles, gamma rays, and nuclear X-rays and the application of nuclear
science to o~her sciences and engineering. The application of other
sciences and engineering to the problems of nuclear science is also
included.
Updates of the data base are issued semimonthly, providing
output to SDl profiles.
The retrospective collection
for custom
searches covers literature back to 1968. Approximately 47,000 documents
are added to the data base files annually.
SDl
frequency
is
semimonthly.
At this writing interactive searches are available
nals in Washington, D.C.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

OCEANIC ABSTRACTS (OA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Data Courier, Inc.
(Purchased and automated under NOAA contract)

SEARCH CHARGE:

Retrospective - $30
SDI - $10 bimonthly
Interactive - $35 per connect hr
(NOAA terminals)
10¢ off-line printing per citation

(Free to NOAA personnel)

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1964-present

FILE SIZE:

81,000

The Oceanic Abstracts (OA) data base is an automated, on-line version of
the bimonthly publication, Oceanic Abstracts. The data base contains
citations to all articles abstracted in the journal, (formerly Oceanic
Citation Journal and Oceanic Index) relating to materials on oceans and
freshwater-saltwater interface in the subject areas
of
biology,
fisheries, geology, meteorology, oceanography, acoustics, optics, and
polluti.on.
OA provides a comprehensive coverage of ocean-related
literature and consists of approximately 81,000 citations for the years
1964 through 1975. Each year, approximately 2,000 primary sources, both
foreLgn and domestic, are screened and relevant material is abstracted
and indexed. This data base is updated bimonthly, which is the SDI
frequency.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

POLLUrION

StTPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Data Courier, Inc.

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $77
Interactive - $90 per connect hr
l5¢ off-line per citation

ACCES S MODE:

Batch of Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1970-present

FILE SIZE:

35,000

POLLUTION corresponds to the Pollution Abstracts bimonthly publication.
The citations are from foreign and domestic material, covering
the entire spectrum of pollution control and pollution research; air,
water, marine, land, noise, and thermal pollution; sewage and waste
treatment . contracts ; legal developments; patents; and
pesticides.
Update amounts to 1,000 citation bimonthly.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

SCIENCE CITATION INDEX (SCISEARCH)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Institute for Scientific Information

SEARCH CHARGE:

Batch - $62
Interactive - $70 per connect hr
10¢ off-line printing (per citation)

ACCESS MODE:

Batch or Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1974-present

FILE SIZE:

850,000

SCIENCE CITATION INDEX (SCISEARCH) is a mUltidisciplinary index covering
about 2,500 periodicals in the physical sciences, medicine, psychology,
and other areas. Coverage is comprehensive including all possibly useful items such as articles, editorials, letters, meeting reports, patent
information, book reviews, etc. Included in each bibliographic reference i s a list of works cited which can be used to retrieve current
relevant citations through the cited author's name or cited journal.
Approximately 40,000 items are added each month.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

SELECTED WATER RESOURCES ABSTRACTS (SWRA)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

U.S. Department of the Interior
Water Resources Scientific Information Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $12
SDI - $5 per month

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1968-present

FILE SIZE:

83,000

The Selected Water Resources Abstracts (SWRA) is maintained and updated
by the Water Resources Scientific Information Center of the U.S.
Department of the Interior.
The data base encompasses the broad
research areas of water resources such as the hydrologic cycle; supply
and demand for water; conservation and the best use of water; and
engineering,
economic, and biological factors relating to water.
Literature coverage for the data base began in 1968 and now includes
more than
83,000
citations.
Retrospective custom searches are
available. SDI is available on a monthly basis.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

SOLID WASTE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (SWIRS)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Solid Waste Management Programs

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $5
SDI - $5 semimonthly

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

1964-present

FILE SIZE:

25,000 (approx.)

The data base of the Solid Waste Information Retrieval System (SWIRS)
contains a comprehensive collection of the world's relevant published
literature in the field of solid-waste management.
More than 7,000
titles are screened for accession of relevant literature. An abstract
is included for each citation in the data base.
Full texts of all
documents . accessioned into the system are maintained by the Library
Section of the Office of Solid Waste Management, Washington, D.C.
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l~TERIALS

NAME OF DATA BASE:

TOXIC

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $12

ACCESS MODE:

Batch of Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

1968-present

FILE SIZE:

5,000

(TOXMAT)

The Toxic Materials (TOXMAT) file contains about 5,000 citations of
pollutants such as cadmium, mercury, and thallium. The full abstracts
are stored with the file. An autilor index and an index of subject
categories are available as well as a keyword index.
The toxic
Materials file is supported by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's
Environmental Information Systems Office. As the file is updated on an
"as needed" basis, only retrospective custom searches are available. At
this writing interactive searches are available only from ESIC terminals
in Washington, D.C.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

TOXLINE

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

National Library of Medicine

SEARCH CHARGE:

Retrospective - $30

(Free to NOAA personnel)
JI.CCES S MODE:

Batch

Y EARS COVERED:

1948-present

FILE SIZE:

273,000

The data base of the Toxicology Information Program (TOXLINE) of the
National Library of Medicine contains over 273,000 abstracts and
citations to toxicology data and information. six primary sources are
reviewed for inclusion in this data base and include Hayes File on
Pesticides
(1948-1961),
Toxicity Bibliography (1968-1974), Health
Aspects of Pesticides Bulletin (1966-1974), Abstracts on Health Effects
on Environmental Pollutants (1972-1974), Chemical Biological Activities
File
(1965-1974),
and
International
Pharmaceutical
Abstracts
(1970-1974) •
TOXLINE contains source materials on methods of detection and analysis
of toxic substances in biological tissues and fluids; metabolism of
toxic substances; treatment of poisoning and overdoses; toxicity and
adverse effects (including interactions); poisonings by drugs; and data
on hazardous household, agricultural, and industrial products; and
information regarding
the
effects
of
environmental
pollutants,
(including occupationally hazardous chemicals) on man, the human food
chain, laboratory animals, and biological systems.
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OASIS DATA BASES FOR REFERRAL TO ON-GOING RESEARCH

NAME OF DATA BASE:

DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER DATA BASE (DOC)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Defense Documentation Center

SEARCH CHARGE:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

This data base is available through OASIS
for NOAA personnel only.

ACCESS MODE:

Batch

YEARS COVERED:

Current (as long as project is on-going)

FILE SIZE:

Open

The Research and Technology Work Unit Information System (WUIS), a DOC
data base,
is a collection of technically oriented work summaries of
research and technology projects currently in progress.
The data
provides the information on what, where, When, how, at what costs, by
whom, and under whose sponsorship the research is being performed.
This data base covers electronics and electrical engineering, physics,
and almost all areas of science and technology.
Only unclassified
projects are available through OASIS.
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NAME OF DATA BASE:

SMITHSONIAN SCIENCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE
(SSIE)

SUPPLIER OF DATA BASE:

Smithsonian Science Information exchange,
Inc.

SEARCH CHARGES:
(Free to NOAA personnel)

Retrospective - $70 for 50 citations printed
$10 for each addtional 1-50
citations
SDI - $20 (monthly for 12 months)
Interactive - $110 per connect hour
25¢ off-line printing per citation

ACCESS MODE:

Batch and Interactive

YEARS COVERED:

Past two government fiscal years and
the current fiscal year

FILE SIZE:

200,000

The Smithsonian Science Information Exchange (SSIE) data base is
maintained and constantly updated by SSIE, Inc. The continuous updating
provides search results for SDl profiles, information packages on topics
of current interest in
the sciences. Retrospective searches are
available. The file is updated daily with new project information.
Other information is added monthly and annually depending on the
project. The data bases contain summaries of current, as well as
recently completed research projects.
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USER EVALUATION OF ENDEX/OASIS SEARCH RESULTS
DATA BASE
BIRS

OA

SEARCH PARAHETER
Tuna
Gen. Fish
Whale
Seal

NO. OF ITEMS
500
350
225
225
1300

Seals
Tuna & Cetacea

71
13

Mixed

ENDEX

NTIS

BA

COM!1ENTS
World wide in coverage
esp. N. America, S.
America & Europe. Weak
on Japanese and African
sources. The large general fish category is due
to (the user) non-specifity in key words-- still
71% are relevant with
best coverage 1960-75.
All good and relevant.
All recent, i.e. last
10 years.

41
125

Tuna
Dolphin Fish

2

2 were relevant.

3
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Tuna & Cetacea

38

All recent; all relevant
included US & USSR.

Tuna, Cetacea &
Seals

63

All recent; all relevant.
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A costing out of such a program at this time would be
approximate at best owing to the rough estimates for initial
fixed costs (terminals, training aids, brochures, etc.) and
the variable nature of computer and telecommunication costs
that reflect the fluctuations in

syst~~s

use.

Such a program

could be as follows:
Computer connect time charges
and telecommunication costs

$60,000

Acquisition of data terminals
to be located at various
sites: 20/terminals @2700/terminal
w/maintenance contract
Sub total

$54,000
$10,000
$64,000

Provision of training aids,
devices, books, brochures, etc.

$8,000

Travel expenses to universities
to conduct training and program
development

$20,000

Direct salaries and benefits
for one year/one person

$30,000
Total
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